Solar radiation takes in today's world, an increasing importance. Different devices are used to carry out spectral and integrated measurements of solar radiation. Thus the sensors can be divided into the fallow types: Calorimetric, Thermomechanical, Thermoelectric and Photoelectric. The first three categories are based on components converting the radiation to temperature (or heat) and then into electrical quantity. On the other hand, the photoelectric sensors are based on semiconductor or optoelectronic elements that when irradiated change their impedance or generate a measurable electric signal. The response function of the sensor element depends not only on the intensity of the radiation but also on its wavelengths. The radiation sensors most widely used fit in the first categories, but thanks to the reduction in manufacturing costs and to the increased integration of electronic systems, the use of the photoelectric-type sensors became more interesting.
INTRODUCTION

Solar Radiation
Since ancient time solar radiation plays a key role in the mankind live and welfare: source of heat and light as well as its importance in agriculture and sustainability. Anyway also in the past the radiation was utilized as weapon against the enemies (Archimedes in Syracuse) 1 . Solar radiation can be divided into three types, global, direct and diffuse. Each type of radiation differs only in the way the radiation hits the ground (or sensor), so the global radiation is any solar radiation which reaches the sensor, the direct one, as the name indicates, is the radiation that reaches the sensor directly from the sun and finally the diffuse radiation is the radiation that reaches the sensor after been scattered in the atmosphere. Differentiating the three types of radiation is important for different applications, such as some solar technologies that only use the direct radiation and the use of direct solar radiation for estimating the composition of the atmosphere. Beyond the differentiation by type it is important to realize that to better use solar radiation it is necessary to understand the solar radiation spectrum. The spectrum in defined condition (no clouds, fixed solar height, fixed weather ...) has been described in references, for example, by the American Society for Testing and Materials 3 or by World Radiation Center 4 .
The solar spectrum interacts with different receivers whether natural or applications created by man as photovoltaic cells. These receptors have an absorption spectrum defined, for example, the absorption of a one leaf in the process of photosynthesis is different from the absorption of different technologies used in photovoltaic conversion, as can be seen in figure 1 5 . Due to different absorptions in it receivers becomes important to better understand the solar spectrum at each location. 
Solar radiation Sensors
The solar radiation measurement sensors can be divided by their transduction principle: thermoelectric, calorimetric, thermomechanical or photoelectric. The most current sensors work with calorimetric transducers, that is, by converting solar radiation into heat and then heat into measurable electrical signal. These sensors register an integrated value of solar radiation, can't take the same information about spectrum and different values for specific applications. These sensors present prices in the range of a few hundred euros.
Another way to measure the solar radiation is through spectroradiometers, these devices make it possible to measure, as the name indicates, the radiation spectral shape. The spectroradiometers are more difficult to use and more complex than the sensors previously presented. The price of spectroradiometers can reach a few thousand euros.
In the last twenty years there have been advances in electronics, more specifically in optoelectronics. This advances took to the reduction of components and optimization of their functional characteristics, such as reduction of cost, among others. With these developments became easier and cheaper to setup sensors with photoelectric principle, for example, SP Lite2 of the Kipp & Zonen 6 . These advances will allows for the creation of new measuring instruments either integrated solar radiation or spectral solar radiation.
In this work we propose to simulate the response of some optoelectronic components when exposed to solar radiation. Such components are characterized according to their spectral transfer function and compared with current sensors.
ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND SENSORS
The components selected for the simulations are optoelectronic components: photodiodes, phototransistors and photosensitive integrated circuits. The photodiodes are semiconductors capable of converting light into electric current through the photoelectric effect. On the other hand, phototransistors are usually bipolar transistors where the basecollector junction can be active by the external radiation generating an electric current. The photosensitive integrated circuits are electronic circuits with photodiodes, phototransistors, amplifiers, among others.
The components used in this study are presented in table 1. The feature of the optoelectronic devices analysed was the spectral response and was obtained from their datasheets using the tool WebPlotDigitizer 16 . In figure 2 some examples of the obtained transfer functions are presented. All datasheets have the spectral response of components under STP conditions. 
Components used
Sensors used
The instruments used for comparison were a CM6B 17 and CHP 1 18 , both manufactured by Kipp & Zonen. These sensors are well classified according to ISO 9060 and have been chosen because they are widely used by researchers as well as by companies. Also for the instrument their spectral responses were obtained from the respective datasheet with application of WebPlotDigitizer 16. According to ISO 9060 the CM6B sensor is a first-class instrument. This instrument is used to measure the irradiance on a plane, and can measure global solar radiation or diffuse solar radiation. To measure the diffuse solar radiation is essential the use of a shadow band allowing to hide the sun. The CM6B operates according to the thermoelectric principle and it is made by 64 thermocouples. This instrument is non-selective to the spectral radiation, it absorbs all radiation incident on the sensor between 0,310 and 2,800 micrometre.
On the other hand, the CHP 1 is a first class pyrheliometre able to measure irradiance with a field of view of 5°. This instrument is also based on the thermoelectric principle absorbs 97 to 98 % of the radiation incident on the sensor.
SIMULATION
We simulate solar radiation spectrum for a fixed condition, considering an ambient temperature of 25ºC. In figure 3 the global, direct and diffuse solar radiation spectra are presented. 
COMPARISON AND RESULTS
To compare the different sensors, we effected partial integration for the three main regions of the solar spectrum, ultraviolet (UV;100-400nm), visible (VIS; 380-760nm) and infrared (IR; > 760nm) 19 . We have done a comparison between radiation intercepted by sensor and the total available radiation. In figure 7 we can see that, as expected, the CM6B instrument absorb almost all of the global solar radiation. Of all sensors tested we highlight HP-3ML, HP-5FR4, LV0101CF and S3590. In the case of direct solar radiation, figure 8, the instrument currently use -CHP1 -absorbed nearly 100% of the radiation, while the sensors we highlighted HP-5FR4, LV0101CF, MTD8060P and S6986. Finally, the simulation with the diffuse radiation, stand out HP-3MLR2, LV0101CF, S3590 and S6986 sensors, present in figure  9 . The selected sensors have characteristics indicating the possibility to measure the solar radiation in total or in specific spectral bands. To allow to for the development and the setup of a new radiation detector, more laboratory tests are necessary, in order to better characterize other features of the selects electronic components, such as noise, temperature dependencies and angular sensitivity.
